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Economy Watch Reportss

• **Euro Area sees major downturn in March and April**
  28 April, 2020

• **Mixed signals from manufacturing indicators suggest the industrial weakness could be temporary, but new risks emerge with the COVID-19 outbreak**
  21 February, 2020

• **CEOs and consumers are concerned about recession risk**
  22 January, 2020

• **Recession risks increase in the Euro Area**
  18 December, 2019

• **With manufacturing struggling, investment and fiscal spending become more important sources of growth in the Euro Area**
  20 November, 2019

• **Growth in Europe will be slow but resilient in 2020 and beyond**
  16 October, 2019

• **Euro Area is struggling with both demand and supply; how long can consumers keep the show going?**
  14 August, 2019

• **Upbeat consumers keep the Euro Area economy afloat**
  10 July, 2019

• **Despite the rebound, concerns about the outlook remain**
  12 June, 2019
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• **The Conference Board Economics Watch® European View**
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• **The Conference Board Economics Watch® European View**
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- Ensuring Accountability in Modern Trade Policy
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- The Broken American Dream—Viewed through the Lens of Europe
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